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TECHNOLOGY
UPDATE

Selecting the
Right Water Meter
Choosing the appropriate meter is key to high quality water treatment.

T

wo-thirds of the world is covered
with water. However, only
approximately 3 percent of that
water is fresh water for consumption.
The population of the world steadily is
increasing causing that 3 percent finite
resource to become stretched, making
conservation and water quality very
significant in today’s marketplace.

magnetic drive to a direct read register or
to an appropriate pulser. Some meters are
NSF Standard 061 certified for
sizes 5⁄8 × 1⁄2, 5⁄8 × 3⁄4 and 3⁄4 × 3⁄4.
Positive displacement
meters can be installed
into any inclination
except upside
down.

Water meters have for many years made
the public more aware of consumption.
Now, with all the new water quality
products that are becoming available,
water metering is more meaningful
every day.

Low speed
pulsers are
utilized for
connection to
remote
counters, batch
controllers,
dataloggers or
computers. Highspeed pulsers often
are connected to
batch controllers,
rate indicators/rate
transmitters with 4–20mA
ouput, dataloggers or
computers for higher accuracy

There are many ways to measure water,
but there are three types of design that
have been in the mainstream of metering
for many years. They are volumetric
(positive displacement), inferential
(turbine) and electronic (magnetic)
metering. The bulk of meters utilized
for water quality applications is smaller
meters, generally in sizes including 1⁄2-,
3
⁄4- and 1-inch positive displacement,
but 11⁄2- and 2-inch sizes also are
available. Inferential (turbine) meters
are used in sizes 11⁄2 to 4 inches with
sizes up to 12 inches available. Electronic
cold water meters are available in sizes
from 1⁄2 to 24 inches. They cover a wide
range of applications such as potable
water, deionization or reverse osmosis
water, desalination, water vending
and various types of water treatment
either by filtration, chemicals or ozone.

applications. There also are pulsers
utilized in applications for water vending
where a coin or push button
actuates the vending
sequence and the
machine fills either
a one-gallon or
one-liter bottle.

Volumetric, inferential
and electronic meters
are the three types of
designs that water
meter manufacturers
have relied on for
many years.

Inferential or
horizontal
Woltman-type
(turbine) cold
water meters
are available in
sizes 11⁄2 inches
through 12
inches and are
manufactured
with a bronze or
cast iron body with
round flat faced
flanged ends. This
turbine-style meter
operates by passing water
through the meter without a change

in flow direction, driving a helix rotor in
direct proportion to the quantity of water
passing through the meter. These meters
are utilized where larger volumes of water
are required to be accurately measured.
These inferential meters are appropriate
for applications for direct read in U.S.
gallon, cubic feet or cubic meters. Pulsers
are available for low resolution or high
resolution outputs for use with remote
counters, batch controllers, rate of flow
devices, dataloggers or computers. The
American Water Works Association
(AWWA) and ISO Installation Procedures
recommend these meters have 10 pipe
diameters of straight pipe the same size
as the meter ahead of the meter and five
pipe diameters after the meter to ensure
high quality flow characteristics and
minimal turbulence.
The electronic water meters (magnetic)
have no moving parts and operate
according to Faraday’s principle of
magnetic induction. A conductor (water)
moving through a magnetic field

Positive displacement cold water meters
are manufactured in three basic types
of materials: modified acetal copolymer
(plastic), Waterworks bronze or “low
lead” EnviroBrass. These meters are
appropriate to applications requiring
direct reading of the total number of
U.S. gallons, cubic feet or cubic meters
of water that have passed through the
meter. The principle of operation of the
positive displacement cold water meter
is an oscillating piston style, each piston
revolution being the equivalent to a known
volume of water and an appropriate
number of revolutions equal to one gallon,
cubic foot or cubic meter of water. The
piston movement is transferred by a
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For more information related to this article,
go to www.waterinfocenter.com/lm.cfm/wq060206
(produced by the electronic water meter)
will induce an electric current proportional
to the velocity of the conductor (water).
These electronic meters are available in
sizes ranging from 2 through 24 inches and
have many advantages such as rangeability
(more than 1,000 to 1 turn down),
accuracy to .25 percent AC powered or
0.5 percent battery powered, low head
loss, long-term stable calibration, no noise
and no moving parts. An electronic water
meter can be calibrated in U.S. gallon,
cubic feet or cubic meters and features
total and rate of flow indication at the
display. These meters also will interface

The bulk of meters
utilized for water
quality applications
is smaller meters,
generally in sizes
including 1⁄2-, 3⁄4and 1-inch positive
displacement, but
11⁄2- and 2-inch sizes
also are available
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with via pulse output to rate of flow
transmitters with 4–20mA output,
dataloggers or DCS systems for
management. These meters require
approximately three pipe diameters
ahead of the meter and two pipe diameters
after the meter of straight pipe the same
size as the meter. (Note: These meters
are not appropriate to applications for
reverse osmosis or deionization water.)
The mechanical cold-water meters should
fully comply with AWWA’s Standard for
their respective type of meter with regard
WQP
to performance and design.
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CATION UNDER $30.00
- 8% CROSS-LINK - ON SPEC.
CERT. OF ANALYSIS WITH ALL ORDERS - AN
INDEPENDENT RESIN BROKER - 40 YRS. EXP.

UNITED STATES RESIN COMPANY
PHONE (888) 565-1102 FAX (888) 462-1101

ACCEPT NO IMITATIONS
We are manufacturer’s reps for the patented
Mono-Pole Magnetizer®. Eliminate hard water
problems without salt, chemicals or energy.
DEALERS, DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED. (Not
Multi-Level)

Smith Environmental Products
9330 Corporate Dr., Ste. 510
Selma, Texas 78154
(800) 852-4551 FAX (210) 651-5595
Email:sep@stic.net www.smithenviro.com

Used water vending machines,
different models including Purefills.
20 used Aquafine ultraviolet units.
Vending machines and UV units in
excellent condition. Call for prices.
734-451-0030

MARKETPLACE
In response to your request,
a hand grip 33% bigger!

RainSoft®
Ecowater®

Culligan®

and many more
compatible membranes and filters

Tired of turning, away
competitors’ calls?
BOTTLEMATE 2 BOTTLEMATE XL

Introducing BOTTLEMATE XL,
featuring an extra large handgrip to
accommodate work gloves and extra
large hands.
Make lifting and carrying 3, 5 & 6
gallon plastic or glass water bottles
easy and safe.
With one hand push-n-twist on, and
it will not come off until you
pull-n-twist it off.
An essential tool for delivery drivers!
A convenient tool for your customers!
A marketing tool for new accounts!

BOTTLE MATE
P.O. BOX 809, Lake Isabella, CA 93240

1-800-842-6353 • 760-549-0050
fax 760-549-0052
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That’s right!
Now you can provide
service on all
competitors’ models!
Our membranes and filters are
not produced by the above listed
®trademarked companies, nor
associated or endorsed by the
above ®trademarked listed
companies.

Answer those calls
today with
MEMBRANES UNLIMITED
Toll free 888-468-0864
or 805-227-0864
email us at membranes@onemain.com
Or fax orders to 805-227-0888
(Celebrating 10th year in business)

Does Each Of Your
Salespeople Demo 2
Families A Night?
For more than 15 years,
we have provided sales &
management training just
for the water improvement
industry on prospecting,
closing, demos and management. We can also do
your prospecting and get
the appointments you
need.

Easy hold
hex head

Durable
ABS plastic

Fits 1-1/2” PVC
stand pipe

Call us now and receive
your free video cassette
on sales training and for
more information.

Sales & Management
Solutions
(800) 941-0068
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